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Abstract. Micrographs of a dual-phase steel obtained from a EBSD-FIB imaging are
analyzed with respect to a set of statistical measures. Then the applicability of this data
to the construction of statistically similar representative volume elements (SSRVEs) is
discussed. These SSRVEs are obtained by minimizing a least-square functional taking into
account differences of statistical measures computed for a given reference microstructure
and the SSRVE, cf. [11]. For an analysis of the mechanical response the FE2-method is
used and a series of virtual experiments shows the accordance of the response of the SSRVE
to the one of the reference microstructure. In order to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed procedure some representative numerical examples are given.
1 Introduction
To achieve the demands for high strength and good formability modern steels as e.g.
dual-phase steels make use of multi-phase microstructures, see e.g. [4], [5]. Since the mi-
cromechanics of these micro-heterogeneous materials mainly govern the overall material
behavior they need to be taken into account when computer simulations of deep-drawing
processes are performed. For this purpose the FE2-method provides a suitable numerical
tool, see e.g. [12], [7], [10]. There a microscopic boundary value problem, which is based
on the definition of a representative volume element (RVE), is solved at each macroscopic
integration point. However, this method is computationally expensive if substructures of
real micrographs are used as an RVE since these are typically too complex for efficient
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discretizations at the microscale. For that reason the estimation of a suitable RVE is a
challenging task. Thus, we analyze in a first step several micrographs obtained from a
3D EBSD imaging. Afterwards we construct statistically similar RVEs (SSRVEs) which
are characterized by a strongly reduced complexity than usual RVEs and which therefore
lead to procedures of significantly improved efficiency.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we introduce several statistical
measures for the characterization of microstructural morphology and afterwards analyze
them for micrographs from a three-dimensional EBSD-FIB imaging. Section 3 describes
the construction method of SSRVEs and the application to a dual-phase steel microstruc-
ture. This paper is closed with numerical examples and a conclusion.
2 Characterization of the Morphology
In this section we are interested in the analysis of the morphology of dual-phase steels,
which are characterized by a martensitic inclusion phase embedded in a ferritic matrix
phase. In addition to the individual mechanical properties of both constituents, the
macroscopic mechanical behavior is also significantly governed by the morphology of the
inclusion phase at the microscale. Therefore we introduce in the following subsections
several statistical measures characterizing the inclusion morphology and analyze a stack
of two-dimensional micrographs obtained from a 3D EBSD-FIB imaging with respect to
these measures.
2.1 Statistical Measures
A well-known fundamental measure for the characterization of the morphology is the








where V(i) denotes the volume of the phase i. In [8] additional basic parameters for the
description are given, e. g. surface density and integrals of curvature. Since typically also
direction-dependend information regarding e.g. laminate-like arranged inclusions leading
to a macroscopically anisotropic behavior, these measures are not sufficient for the char-
acterization of complex microstructures, see [2]. Thus, we consider statistical measures of
higher order to capture microscopic information regarding periodic and directional char-
acteristics in the microstructure.
As a first measure of higher order we consider the (discrete) spectral density (SD) for the
inclusion phase computed from the binary image of the micrograph. The SD is computed
by the multiplication of the (discrete) Fourier transform with its conjugate complex. The
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The maximal numbers of pixels in the considered binary image are given by Nx and Ny;
the indicator function is defined as
χSD :=
{
1, if (p, q) is in the inclusion phase
0, else .
(4)
A further statistical measure is provided by the lineal-path function, which describes the
probability that a complete line segment −−−→x1x2 is located in the same phase, see [13]. For




1, if −−→x1x2 is in the inclusion phase
0, else .
(5)
For two-dimensional binary images of statistically homogeneous and ergodic inclusion-
matrix microstructures the lineal-path function is computed by
P
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χILP (xmxk) , (6)
for a periodic unitcell. Herein, Nx × Ny defines the number of pixels of the binary mi-
crostructure image to be analyzed. Efficient procedures for the calculation of the lineal-
path function can be obtained by defining suitable templates, cf. [15].
2.2 Analysis of Ensemble Average
In this section we analyze several micrographs with respect to the statistical measures
introduced in the previous subsection. They are obtained from a metallographic char-
acterization using the 3D electron backscatter diffraction (3D EBSD) method. Thereby
a joint high-resolution field emission SEM/EBSD set-up is coupled with a focused ion
beam system (FIB) and provides a set of cross-sectional planes of the considered dual-
phase steel. The equipment and the geometric arrangement is shown in Fig. 1a,b
The sample of the considered dual-phase steel is mounted on a tiltable holder inside the
equipment, cf. Fig. 1b. During the investigation the sample is tilt between two positions:
the cutting and the EBSD position. In the cutting position the FIB system milling thin
layers (10 nm - 1 µm thick) from the investigated surface of the sample. The other position
is used for the EBSD analysis, where an electron beam is focussed onto the milled surface
and the back scatter diffraction patterns are monitored by the EBSD camera. Due to
different diffraction patterns several properties of the sample can be analyzed, e. g. crys-
tal orientations and grain size. Additionally a reconstruction of the in-plane morphology
3
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a) b) c)
Figure 1: 3D EBSD: a) equipment, b) technical setup, cf. [6], and c) two examples of obtained cross-
sections of the considered dual-phase. The micrographs are color-coded with respect to the phases (white:
ferrite, black: martensite) and with an approximate dimension of 15 × 15 µm2.
of the ferritic matrix and the martensitic inclusion phase are possible based on this back
scatter diffraction patterns. Such micrographs are exemplarily depicted in Fig. 1c. For
more details concerning the 3D EBSD method we refer to [6, 3, 14].
In this contribution we use a set of 50 micrographs obtained by the aforementioned tech-
nique. The volume fraction, the spectral density and the lineal-path function of all slices
are calculated from the binary images. Considering a constant distribution density for the
individual samples (micrographs) the ensemble average PSM of the particular statistical







PSM with nα samples , (7)
where nα denotes the number of samples. The relative standard deviation is given by






where SSM denotes the absolute standard deviation and PSM(α) the individual value
of the statistical measure computed from the sample α. Note, that due to the two-
dimensional character of the spectral density and lineal-path function we apply the latter
equations to each point in the image space. The results are represented by two-dimensional
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Finally, we obtain the values of the relative standard deviation and the mean relative
standard deviations
ŜV = 0.45·10
−1 , Ŝ∅SD = 1.57·10
−1 , and Ŝ∅LP = 2.36·10
−1 (10)
of the volume fraction (V), spectral density (SD) and the lineal-path function (LP), respec-
tively. From the relatively low values we conclude, that the distribution of the considered
statistical measures along the thickness direction is relatively homogeneous. This leads
to the conclusion that two-dimensional micrograph data might be suffient for the con-
struction of two-dimensional SSRVEs, which in turn may enter numerical calculations
of two-dimensional boundary value problems. Thus, in the following section we use one
micrograph taking into account a larger region as the reference microstructure for the
construction of the SSRVEs, cf. Fig. 2a.
3 Statistically Similar RVEs
The choice of the representative volume elements (RVE) is an essential task in the
context of direct micro-macro approaches. In general, the RVE is determined by the
smallest possible sub-domain reflecting the macroscopic behavior of the target material
in an adequate manner. However, these RVEs are typically too complex for efficient
calculations. Therefore, the construction of statistically similar RVEs (SSRVEs) which
are characterized by a significantly lower complexity are to be constructed in this section,
cf. [1], where the method is introduced taking into account the volume fraction and the
spectral density. The main effort of such SSRVEs is that due to the reduced complexity
a significantly reduced number of finite elements is required for the discretization of the
microscopic boundary value problem in the context of FE2-calculations. As a result, a
decreased computational cost is obtained.
3.1 Method for Construction
The main idea for the construction of SSRVEs is to minimize a least-square func-
tional taking into account differences of statistical measures computed for the real target
microstructure and the SSRVE. Thereby, it is assumed that the inclusion phase morphol-
ogy mainly influences the overall behavior provided that the material properties of the







SM(γ) → min , (11)
where the individual least-square functionals L
(L)
SM are based on the difference of suitable
statistical measures. The weighting factor ω levels the influence of the individual measures.
The vector γ describes the parameterization of the inclusion phase morphology. Here,
splines are used for the parameterization and thus, the sampling point coordinates enter
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the generalized vector γ of the degrees of freedom of the minimization problem given in
(11). In this contribution five different types of SSRVEs are considered: Type I taking
into account one inclusion with three sampling points (leading to an inclusion with a
convex shape), Type II with one inclusion and four sampling points, Type III with two
inclusions and three sampling points each, Type IV with two inclusions and four sampling
points each and Type V with three inclusions and three sampling points each. Due to
the discrete character of the statistical measures used in the minimization problem (11)
the energy surface is not smooth and therefore, no gradient-based optimization method
can be applied. Therefore, the moving-frame algorithm proposed in [2] is used. In [11] we
showed that the combination of the volume fraction (V), the spectral density (SD) and the
lineal-path function (LP) as statistical measures leads to promising results in the context
of two-phase materials, whose macroscopic mechanical response is mainly governed by
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It is remarked that for the computation of the statistical measures PSD and PLP periodic
expansions of the SSRVE are considered by placing as much SSRVEs as needed at each
other periodically. Following equation (11) we end up with the objetive function
L(γ) = ωV LV (γ) + ωSDLSD(γ) + ωLPLLP (γ) , (13)
which is minimized using the aforementioned optimization algorithm.
3.2 Two-Dimensional SSRVEs
Now we apply the method for the construction of SSRVEs to a real dual-phase steel mi-
crostructure and consider the micrograph shown in Fig. 2 as target structure. Considering
the objective function (13) and the five different types of inclusion parameterization we
receive from minimizing (11) five realizations of SSRVEs. The finite element discretization
of these SSRVEs required for the following mechanical error analysis are shown in Fig. 3.
After the SSRVE construction we have to analyze the capability of the resulting structures
to represent the macroscopic mechanical response of the target structure. Thus, we con-
sider three different simple macroscopic virtual experiments: horizontal tension, vertical
tension and simple shear. FE2-simulations taking into account the target structure at the
microscale are compared with FE2-calculations focussing on the constructed SSRVEs.
6
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a) b)
Figure 2: Target Structure: a) real micrograph with a dimension of approximately 100× 100 µm2 and b)
discretization by 6-noded triangular finite elements resulting in approximately 150,000 degrees of freedom.
Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V
2754dofs 2462dofs 2814dofs 2962dofs 3534dofs
Figure 3: Discretization of the resulting SSRVEs with the associated number of degrees of freedom (dofs).
For this purpose microscopic boundary value problems where a discretization by trian-
gular Finite Elements with quadratic ansatz functions for the displacements are consid-
ered. Furthermore, plain stress conditions and periodic boundary conditions are applied.
The individual constituents at the microscale are modeled by a standard J2-finite plas-
ticity model, for details see e. g. [9]. An exponential von Mises hardening law is used,
i.e.
β = y∞ + (y0 − y∞) exp(−ηα) + h α , (14)
with β = ∂αψ
p and ψp denoting the strain energy function associated to the hardening; α
are the equivalent plastic strains. The material parameters are adjusted to experiments
performed on purely ferritic and purely martensitic test specimens and given in Table 1.
Table 1: Material parameters of the single phases
phase λ [MPa] µ [MPa] y0 [MPa] y∞ [MPa] η [-] h [-]
matrix 118,846.2 79,230.77 260.0 580.0 9.0 70.0
inclusion 118,846.2 79,230.77 1000.0 2750.0 35.0 10.0
7
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Table 2: Values of the objective functions L and the mechanical errors r̃. nele denotes the number of
finite elements in the discretization.
SSRVE L [10−3] LV [10−5] LSD [10−4] LLP [10−5] nele r̃x [%] r̃y [%] r̃xy [%] r̃ [%]
I 39.41 238.05 230.96 139.38 656 1.16 ± 0.29 1.58 ± 0.39 3.34 ± 0.91 2.24
III 8.66 8.82 62.87 22.81 670 0.26 ± 0.20 2.24 ± 0.52 0.41 ± 0.22 1.32
V 4.22 1.42 36.62 5.41 850 1.12 ± 0.35 0.92 ± 0.26 1.10 ± 0.23 1.05
II 9.29 14.90 71.31 20.08 582 8.24 ± 2.10 2.10 ± 0.31 7.45 ± 2.87 6.53
IV 3.70 4.33 33.88 2.73 708 2.22 ± 0.80 4.89 ± 1.24 2.43 ± 1.22 3.40
As comparative mechanical measures we consider the relative errors rx, ry and rxy
defined as the deviation of the resulting macroscopic SSRVE stress response from the

















where only values with non-vanishing denominators are taken into account. In addition



































are taken into account for quantitative statements with respect to the performance of
the individual SSRVEs. The total number of evaluation points i is denoted by nep. The
mechanical response of the five SSRVEs in the three virtual experiments are calculated
using the FE2-scheme. The results of the construction of the SSRVEs are summarized in
Tab. 2. Therein we order the results of the SSRVE types seperately with respect to the
number of sampling points. First, it can be observed that with increasing complexity, i.e.
higher numbers of inclusions, the value of the objective function L decreases. Second,
it turns out that Type V is showing satisfying results in all virtual experiments and has
consequently the lowest value of the overall error r̃. Thus, we consider Type V as the
“best” SSRVE in this analysis and use it in a numerical example in the next chapter.
4 Numerical Example
Now we consider a macroscopically inhomogeneous FE2-simulation to show the capa-
bility of the SSRVE. Therefore, we consider a radially loaded circular disk with a hole,
8
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Figure 4: Radially loaded circular disk: a)Macroscopic boundary value problem, b)von Mises stress distri-
bution of the computation using a phenomenological material law (finite J2 plasticity) at the macroscale.
discretized by 252 triangular elements with quadratic ansatz functions and plain strain
conditions. The outer radius of the disk is ro = 4 cm and the inner one is ri = 2 cm, see
Fig. 4a. The load is applied on the inner radius of the disk and pulls the inner border
radially inwards up to a displacement of u = 0.35 cm. This boundary value problem is
known to be an approximation for a deep-drawing process of a cup if the outer part of
the plate is to be analyzed.
Firstly, we use a phenomenological material law to describe the mechanical behavior in
each macroscopic integration point and consequently it represents a purely macroscopic
computation. We apply the same finite J2 plasticity model as for the individual phases
of the microstructures. The material parameters are adjusted such that the mechanical
behavior matches the response of the target structure in the three virtual experiments
as similarly as possible. Here we already observe that only the tensions tests can be
represented accurately in contrast to the simple shear test. In Fig. 4b the results of the
purely macroscopic computation of the circular disk are shown. A slightly graded stress
distribution with a range about 350 MPa at the outer radius to 430 MPa at the inner one is
observed. These results are now compared with the FE2simulation using the SSRVE Type
V at the microscale, which shows the “best” accuracy regarding the mechanical behavior
of the real microstructure in the aforementioned virtual experiments. In Fig. 5 the results
of this FE2-simulation are depicted, where we show the macroscopic response top left. For
the analysis of the microscopic results we select three integration points at the macroscale
and place the associated microstructures also in Fig. 5, where contour plots of the von
Mises stresses are shown. At the macroscale the stress ranges from about 400 MPa at the
outer radius to 630 MPa at the inner one. The maximum stress level at the microscale is
significantly higher as at the macroscale, up to a factor of two. Compared to the purely
macroscopic simulation this is a higher maximum stress and has a stronger gradient in
radial direction. These aspects show the advantages of a FE2simulation because it offers
a more critical view on the stress levels at the macro- and microscale and consequently
provides information which might be important for failure initialization analysis.
9
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Figure 5: Results of the FE2-simulations based on SSRVE Type V with the von Mises stress distributions
in the deformed microstructures for three selected positions. The symboles in the upper right corner of
the images for the microscopic response represent the link to the macroscopic position; the grey area
behind the microstructure indicates the undeformed configuration.
5 Conclusions
A stack of micrographs of a dual-phase steel, which was obtained from a 3D EBSD
imaging, was analyzed with respect to the distribution of three statistical measures: the
volume fraction, the spectral density and the lineal-path function. From this it was ob-
served that the measures show a relatively low variance along the thickness direction.
Thus, based on these results only one micrograph was considered for the construction of
statistically similar RVEs. Then, it was shown in several virtual experiments that the
constructed SSRVEs are able to represent the mechanical behavior of the real microstruc-
ture, while the number of degrees of freedom is significantly decreased. By comparing the
mechanical response observed in three different virtual experiments of different types of
SSRVEs with the mechanical behavior of the target microstructure a number of three con-
vex inclusions (Type V) turned out to be sufficient for the representation of the original
microstructure. As an example this SSRVE was used in a macroscopically inhomoge-
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